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FOREWORD Diversity and inclusion are part of Boeing’s Enduring Values  
and are integral to our business strategy to become a global 
industrial champion. We know we are stronger and make better 
decisions when our teams reflect the diversity of the many com-
munities in which we operate. Our commitment to empowering 
women is just one example of Boeing’s wider strategy to attract 
and retain the best diverse talent across our enterprise. Our  
people and our culture are our differentiators. Providing a work 
environment for all employees that is welcoming, respectful,  
fair, ethical and inspiring, with opportunities for advancement  
and development, is at our core. 

As a major aerospace and defence employer, we have made certain commitments  
to increase the representation of women in our workforce. We take our commitment  
one step further; we aspire every day to create a work environment in which employees 
can be their best authentic selves and flourish, each of them a valued and important  
part of our company’s success.

In 2018, Boeing became one of the founding signatories of the Women in Aviation and 
Aerospace Charter, a cross-industry pledge to work together to build a more balanced  
and fair industry for women. Endorsed by the Department for Business, Energy and  
Industrial Strategy and the Department for Transport, the charter reflects the aspiration  
of all signatories to see gender balance at all levels across aviation and aerospace,  
and our shared commitment to provide fair opportunities for women.

Boeing has 28 branches of our Business Resource Group Boeing Women in Leadership 
around the globe. In the summer of 2018, Leanne Caret, CEO of Boeing Defense, Space 
& Security, launched the European branch of this wide-reaching employee group that 
already has more than 230 members across the UK and Ireland. Boeing continues to  
promote and support early-career female engineers in our industry by partnering with  
the Institute of Engineering and Technology and sponsoring its annual Young Woman  
Engineer of the Year Awards.

Furthermore, we held our annual Global Women’s Leadership Conference in September, 
with 550 attendees from across the world, including 20 percent men attending as  
advocates and allies. The conference is part of Boeing’s Enterprise Women’s Strategy, 
which is sponsored by the Executive Diversity Council, whose vision is for Boeing to be 
the best in aerospace and an enduring global industrial champion for women. The annual 
two-day conference is designed to build an inclusive, innovative and performance-driven 
culture where all Boeing employees are empowered—whether they are women or men 
championing women. The gathering creates opportunities for these women and men to 
build connections and have candid, honest conversations about co-creating a culture 
where we are all seen, heard, valued and respected.
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Across the Atlantic, in September 2018, Boeing invested $3 million in the George W.  
Bush Institute’s Global Leadership Impact Center to support women’s empowerment  
and global leadership programmes, like WE Lead and the First Ladies Initiative, which  
work to promote education, health care and economic opportunities for women  
around the world. 

We recognise that the UK Government’s methodology reflected in this report does  
indicate a pay gap, due to the greater proportion of men than women in senior roles  
at Boeing in the UK. We reaffirm Boeing’s commitment to attract, retain and develop  
female talent in the business at all levels to foster greater parity in senior roles over  
time. Further, we provide equal pay for men and women performing similar work. 

Boeing has established robust frameworks in the areas of recruitment, career  
development, and training and talent retention that support and promote inclusive  
work practices. Boeing leaders across the globe are committed to fostering a workplace 
where employees can be true to themselves and can contribute fully to our mission to  
connect, protect, explore and inspire the world through aerospace innovation. Boeing 
aspires to build a more diverse and inclusive workplace culture where ideas and different 
perspectives are welcomed, and where everyone is empowered, valued and respected  
for their contribution to the organisation’s business performance. Gender equality and  
an inclusive workplace are the foundations of a productive, growing, innovative and  
successful industrial champion. Our business excellence is powered by all our  
employees here at Boeing.

We confirm the data contained in this report is accurate.

Anna Keeling

Managing Director, Boeing Defence UK Ltd

Sir Michael Arthur

President, Boeing Europe 
Managing Director, UK & Ireland

Sally Hoyle

Human Resources Director, Boeing Europe and Israel
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About Boeing in the United Kingdom

The UK Government gender pay transparency regulations ask  
for pay data on employing legal entities in the UK with more than  
250 employees. Boeing has one such entity, Boeing Defence UK Ltd. 
Of the total Boeing workforce based in the UK, which is 2,228 (as of 
18 April 2018), 1,203 are employed by Boeing Defence UK Ltd.

This report provides gender pay data on Boeing Defence UK Ltd; 
however, our Diversity and Inclusion strategy, actions and opportunities 
apply across all business units of our global enterprise so that all 
colleagues benefit.

Gender Pay Gap Is Different Than Equal Pay

The gender pay gap is a comparison between median hourly pay  
for all women and men within a business, between mean hourly pay 
for women and men, and between incentive awards for men and 
women. These figures take into account both part-time and full-time 
employees. Importantly, these numbers do not reflect whether an 
employer provides equal pay for equal work—as Boeing does.

Boeing is committed to providing equal opportunity to all,  
irrespective of age, disability, gender identity, marriage or civil  
partnership, pregnancy and maternity, ethnicity, religion or belief,  
and sex or sexual orientation.

Our Gender Pay Figures

The enclosed figures are based on hourly rate of pay as of 18 April 
2018 and incentive awards (bonuses) paid between 1 April 2017 and 
31 March 2018. The 2017 data are provided for comparison and  
are from 7 April 2017. 

18.10% 
UK national mean  
gender pay gap

17.18% 
2018 BDUK mean 
gender pay gap

16.99% 
2017 BDUK mean 
gender pay gap

  2017 2018

Mean Gender 16.99% 17.18% 
Salary Pay Gap

Median Gender  14.16% 14.73% 
Salary Pay Gap

Mean Gender 49.37% 40.36% 
Incentive Award Gap 

Median Gender  31.41% 16.05% 
Incentive Award Gap  

Mean and Median Pay  
and Incentive Awards
Boeing Defence UK Ltd employees

Gender Split
Boeing Defence UK Ltd employees

23%

77%

Mean Gender Pay Gaps 
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Our Commitment

Boeing fosters a culture where colleagues worldwide are  
empowered to lead with courage and integrity. The company’s  
values rest on the principle that our people are our most important 
strength and our teams create an environment of inclusion and  
trust in order to deliver results with excellence. Boeing’s Enduring 
Values of diversity and inclusion are aligned to our Boeing Behaviours, 
which further position our company for success. We continue to 
invest time and resources in our people—investing in the growth,  
development and performance of individuals from diverse back-
grounds. We are committed to hiring, developing and retaining  
a diverse team of colleagues who work in an inclusive environment  
to achieve shared success.

We know that our teams thrive when our people can apply their 
strengths to grow professionally, support each other to celebrate  
wins and are included as part of a larger organisational vision.  
Inclusivity stimulates creative thinking, which in turn ensures that  
Boeing continues to innovate in a competitive environment. That 
is why everything we do as a business to reach higher, creating  
sustainable value for our customers, is underscored by the principles  
of diversity and inclusion (which include equal opportunity)  
manifested through the Enduring Values and Boeing Behaviours.  
(See page 15.) 

The data show a significant increase in the proportion of women  
who received an incentive award in 2018 and substantial improvement 
in our bonus gender pay gap figures. The 2018 median gender 
bonus pay gap has reduced by more than 15 percent and our mean 
gender bonus pay gap has reduced by 9 percent compared with 
2017 figures. While we are pleased with this progress, we also 
acknowledge we still have work to do to continue to develop  
female talent at all levels of the business. 

Boeing is determined to address the traditional gender imbalance  
in the aerospace and aviation sector by building balanced talent  
pools and working hard to reach underrepresented demographic 
groups. Boeing set out three key focus areas in the 2017 gender pay 
report, which still constitute our long-term action plan: recruiting the 
best people from the widest talent pool, developing and advancing 
talent within the company, and retaining our best people. We are 
confident that we will see further improvement as we consistently 
implement our action plan. 

Proportion of male and  
female colleagues receiving  
an incentive award
This is the percentage of men and women  
at BDUK Ltd who received an incentive award  
between 1 April 2017 and 31 March 2018.

Proportion of male and female  
colleagues in each pay quartile
This chart shows the gender split when we  
order hourly rate of pay from highest to lowest  
and group into four equal quartiles.

96.06%

91.49%

92.75%

90.09%

2018

2017

Salary Pay Bands Percent Percent 
(Hourly Rates) Male  Female 
  in Salary in Salary 
  Pay Band Pay Band

Lowest Pay Band 67.00 33.00

Lower Middle  74.42 25.58

Upper Middle  79.07 20.93

Highest Pay Band 86.71 13.29

 Total 76.81 23.19
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1. Recruitment
Boeing strives to build high-performing, balanced and diverse teams by  
recruiting from the widest possible talent pool. We continue to hire and develop  
the brightest talent from all backgrounds through undergraduate and graduate  
university and professional recruitment. Boeing has rolled out unconscious bias  
training and introduced an inclusive recruitment guide to help hiring managers  
in the selection processes.

In 2018 women comprised 49 percent of all manager hires and 26 percent of all  
executive hires, compared with 28 percent and 16 percent in 2017, respectively.

Increasing Our Early-Career Talent Pipeline

Boeing actively works to increase the female representation of our emerging  
talent pipeline by attracting and developing women through our comprehensive  
early-career programmes.

■■ The proportion of women completing Boeing UK internships has increased  
 from 32 percent in 2017 to 40 percent in 2018. 

■■ Fifteen percent of our apprentices in our UK apprenticeship programme are women. 

■■ Two female interns attended the Institute of Engineering and Technology Young  
 Women Engineer Awards.

■■ Female graduates attended both the Women in STEM events in London and  
 Bristol and the Equal Engineers Careers Fair in Bristol. 
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Championing STEM

Boeing continues to proactively work with the wider academic and aerospace community 
to encourage more people of all backgrounds and demographics, especially women, to 
consider careers in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields. We 
partner in particular with six UK universities (University of Sheffield, University of Cambridge, 
University of Southampton, University of Bristol, Cranfield University and the University  
of Strathclyde) to support a broad programme of inclusive education and skills initiatives  
to promote the importance of STEM subjects to students and professionals. The activities 
are aimed at promoting the pursuit of STEM-related careers to all demographics, including 
women, by illustrating the wide variety of career opportunities that are available in the 
defence and aerospace industry and how exciting and rewarding this area of work is.
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In 2018 Boeing Continued to Sponsor

■■ Awards and scholarships for the best dissertations and student projects

■■ Business simulation events to give students an appreciation of real-world business  
 challenges and develop skills that are not typically taught at school and university  
 such as communication, teamwork and project management

■■ Curriculum enhancement materials including equipment, laboratory  
 materials and events

■■ Student entries to national and international competitions such as  
 IMechE and Eurobot

■■ Joint student-industrial projects in areas including autonomous vehicles,  
 space and racing cars

■■ Careers talks and feedback sessions

2018 Highlights

Cambridge University Student Projects Industrial Partners

Student Projects Industrial Partners (SPIP) is a Cambridge University initiative in which 
companies sponsor engineering-related student society projects. The societies Boeing 
sponsored in 2018 included Space Flight, Full Blue Racing, Eco Racing, Autonomous 
Flight, Unmanned Air Systems, 3D Printing and Robotics. Each of the teams comprises a 
mix of first- to fourth-year students, with an increase in female participants versus previous 
years. A Dragon’s Den-style pitch event was held in November, with representatives 
from Boeing, other industrial sponsors and academic professors, at which each society 
presented their year-to-date achievements and proposals for funding for 2019. 
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University of Bristol Mentoring Scheme

Boeing is a part of the University of Bristol Mentoring Scheme, an initiative whereby  
Boeing engineers mentor first-year science and engineering students. The Boeing mentors 
support the students throughout their first year of university, providing them with guidance 
and insights into career paths after university. We continue to work closely with the  
university to encourage female students to participate.

University of Bristol Hackathon Event

In 2018 Boeing organised a hackathon event at the University of Bristol, a collaborative 
computer programming challenge for computer science students which lasted 24 hours. 
Boeing and the University of Bristol are working on ways to further encourage  
female participation.

In addition to the strategic University Partner activities, Boeing has for many years  
been active in STEM outreach activities with a broad range of universities and schools 
across the UK. For example:

■■ Presentations to Bournemouth University computing and design students  
 on Boeing and internship opportunities 

■■ STEM workshops at Calthorpe Park School, Fleet, aimed at years 10 and 11  
 (roughly 50:50 split male to female) 

■■ A STEM event at Winchester Science Centre for years 9 and 10 interested in  
 science and technology (roughly 60:40 split male to female)

■■ A Girls in Engineering STEM event at the Boeing Training and Professional  
 Services Centre in Crawley where 28 local schoolgirls (aged 13-14) visited the  
 facility and met with a number of female Boeing leaders to learn more about  
 a career in engineering
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Boeing once again supported the Institute of Engineering and Technology Young  
Women Engineer of the Year Awards as headline sponsor in 2018 and will continue  
to sponsor it in 2019.

Boeing has supported an extensive community engagement programme for many  
years, and one of the three strategic focus areas is Our Future—developing future  
innovators through initiatives that build 21st-century skills amongst young people.  
For more than 16 years Boeing has sponsored STEM-focussed Achieve Club  
workshops with The Prince’s Trust, designed for young people at risk of disengaging  
with school. Boeing has sponsored more than 50 secondary school students to gain  
a solo gliding pilot licence with The Air League. Of all Boeing flying scholars since 2013,  
44 percent were young women. Furthermore, Boeing sponsors Royal Academy of  
Engineering STEM Coordinators—teachers who train and up-skill other STEM educators  
in their region using specially-designed enhanced classroom materials. 

2. Development and Progression
Equal opportunity is an integral element of Boeing’s talent development strategy,  
where we ensure that our talented people, women and men, have the same platform  
to develop, succeed and progress professionally within the company. 

Inclusion fundamentally underpins how we identify talent in our business planning talent 
review processes, including the selection of high-potential talent, promotion opportunities, 
rigorous succession planning, inclusive internal hiring for leadership roles and career  
development discussions that aim to develop a broader gender-diverse pipeline at  
all career levels. 
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Boeing leaders receive training in building and developing gender-diverse pipelines that 
reflect the talent inherent within our organisation, with the aim of continuing to increase 
the representation of women across all levels of the business. 

Boeing’s UK leadership commitment to women actively enables a work environment  
in which high-potential women are developed through formal mentoring programmes, 
placed on leadership succession plans and spotlighted at talent review meetings in order 
to provide visibility to senior leadership. 

Programmes and Initiatives of Note

■■ Within the UK, women comprise 50 percent of participants on our Leadership  
 Development Opportunity (LDO) programmes.

■■ There is 40 percent female participation in the Boeing Europe Jump Start Pilot  
 mentoring programme.

■■ Participating in the Department of Digital, Culture, Media and Sport–endorsed  
 initiative to support greater gender equality within cybersecurity roles, Boeing Defence  
 UK is working in partnership with other organisations to provide women an avenue  
 to transition through an all-encompassing recruitment, training and development  
 programme to advance their professional aspirations. 

■■ Our Emerging Talent in Europe Council is an internal advisory forum for generating 
 new ideas by engaging emerging leaders about their vision for the company and  
 business strategy. The 12-member council actively collaborates with Boeing’s UK  
 country leadership on strategy and vision, and there are currently seven high-potential  
 women on the council.

■■ Boeing collaborates with a number of strategic external partners in the UK to attract  
 and accelerate the development of high-potential women at Boeing, such as the  
 Women in Engineering Society (WES), International Aviation Women’s Association  
 (IAWA) and the Society of Women Engineers (SWE). Boeing UK is a sponsor and  
 strategic partner of WES’s annual International Women in Engineering Day, and in  
 2018 we organised a networking event for female secondary school students in  
 collaboration with Cranfield University in order to demystify engineering as a career  
 path and offer opportunities to discover more about engineering job options  
 across all sectors.

Boeing’s talent practices are focussed on identifying, supporting and sponsoring  
diverse talent. Key processes include talent reviews, selecting high-potentials, managing 
succession, and making lateral and promotional moves.
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High-performing women are identified at country and regional talent reviews for  
leadership visibility and support to ensure gender-diverse representation in leadership  
succession plans. This includes spotlighting gender-diverse VP high-potential talent for  
focussed development, garnering leadership support and including these women on  
senior leader succession plans. In 2018 two top leadership roles in BDUK were filled  
by women, and there is continued focus on gender-diverse candidate pools for  
open leadership roles.

Boeing Diversity Networks

Diversity Councils are integrated groups of site leaders, managers and employees who 
work to improve employee engagement, provide learning and leadership opportunities, 
increase communication, and facilitate implementation of organizational diversity plans to 
create an inclusive culture that fosters collaboration and encourages different perspectives 
to be valued. Diversity Councils are supported by a local executive champion. Boeing  
has more than 40 Diversity Councils around the world.

Business Resource Groups are voluntary, employee-led associations designed to  
further professional development, provide business insights, promote diversity within  
the company and strengthen our communities. The members share a common affinity  
or interest, such as race, gender, ethnicity or cultural identity. To date, Boeing has eight  
employee Business Resource Groups, with more than 100 branches around the world. 
Membership is open to all employees and all our Business Resource Groups are  
sponsored by senior-level executives who report directly to our chief executive officer.  
Part of the role of the sponsors is to help identify emerging talent.
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In 2018, Boeing launched the Europe branch of the Boeing Women in Leadership  
(BWIL) Business Resource Group. BWIL’s aim is to proactively drive change in support  
of women at Boeing. BWIL provides personal and professional career development,  
networking and mentoring opportunities. The group was launched by Leanne Caret,  
chief executive officer of Boeing Defense, Space & Security (and executive sponsor of 
BWIL) during a Europe-wide virtual roundtable from London in July 2018. Following the 
successful launch and attracting more than 150 members across the region, BWIL hosted 
multiple employee engagement, mentoring and STEM events in the UK throughout 2018. 
Furthermore, members represented Boeing at various industry events, including the IAWA 
Women Aviation Leaders Europe Forum, the IET Young Women in Engineers Awards,  
and the Women in Aviation and Aerospace Charter seminar hosted by Flybe.

3. Retention
At Boeing, we have a range of family-friendly and flexible working policies, which  
enable our employees to balance their day-to-day responsibilities. Providing support to 
retain the people and skills we need in our business is fundamental to our success.

Policies and Practices

■■ Enhanced leave policies covering maternity, paternity, adoption and shared  
 parental leave

■■ Flexible working policy that gives employees the opportunity to request changes to  
 their work location, hours, and working patterns, whilst ensuring business needs are  
 met—including, but not limited to, part-time and job-share opportunities

■■ A strong focus on well-being for employees, including free regular health checks,  
 private health care options and access to our Employee Assistance Programme, a  
 confidential service offering counselling and professional support with life issues
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Appendix

Gender Pay Gap

The gender pay gap is a comparison between median hourly pay for all women and  
men within a business, between mean hourly pay for all women and men, and between 
bonuses. These figures take into account both part-time and full-time employees.

Median Gender Pay Gap

This is the difference between the median (middle) value of hourly pay rates  
(when ordered from lowest to highest) for all men in an organisation, and the median  
value of hourly pay rates for all women, expressed as a percentage of the median  
hourly rate for men.

Mean Gender Pay Gap

This is the difference between the mean (average) hourly pay rate for all men in an  
organisation, and the mean hourly pay rate for all women, expressed as a percentage  
of the mean hourly rate for men.

Median Bonus Pay Gap

This is the difference between the median (middle) value of bonuses (when ordered  
from lowest to highest) for all men in an organisation and the median value of bonuses  
for all women, as a percentage of the median bonus for men.

Mean Bonus Pay Gap

This is the difference between the mean (average) value of bonuses for all men in an  
organisation and the mean value of bonuses for all women, expressed as a percentage  
of the mean bonus for men.
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Our Aspiration

Best in aerospace and an enduring global industrial champion

Our Purpose

To connect, protect, explore and inspire the world through aerospace innovation

Our Strategy and Approach

Operate as One Boeing / Build Strength on Strength / Sharpen and Accelerate to Win  
Founded in Enduring Values, brought to life through Boeing Behaviours

Enduring Values

■■ Integrity

■■ Quality

■■ Safety

■■ Diversity and Inclusion

■■ Trust and Respect

■■ Corporate Citizenship

■■ Stakeholder Success

Boeing Behaviours

■■ Lead with courage and passion

■■ Make customer priorities our own

■■ Invest in our team and empower each other

■■ Win with speed, agility and scale

■■ Collaborate with candour and honesty

■■ Reach higher, embrace change and learn from failure

■■ Deliver results with excellence—Live the Enduring Values

Boeing Behaviours Drive Unity of Mission

OUR VISION

WHY

WHAT

HOW
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